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The forging of strong correlations on decreasing temperature can take place without the arousal
of conventional order. If this happens, as in some geometrically frustrated magnets, disorder can be
a phenomenon more interesting than order itself. A Coulomb phase, for example, has critical-like
pair-spin correlations, leading to neutron scattering pinch points and emergent electromagnetism.
Here we present a new instance of disorder in an Ising pyrochlore lattice: the Polarized Monopole
Liquid (PML), a dense monopole fluid with pinch points in the magnetic charge-pair correlations. It
is a phase of “monopole matter” never considered before which, in principle, can be stabilized in real
materials using a magnetic field and uniaxial stress along the [100] direction. To explain how the
monopole correlations arise, we show that the PML is a Coulomb phase in which spin fluctuations
cannot be assigned either to monopoles or to internal magnetic moments, but necessarily comprehend
both degrees of freedom. We develop a simple but nontrivial method to Helmholtz decompose the
spin field into a divergenceless and a divergenceful part in magnetic charge disordered pyrochlores
that shows the appearance of pinch points associated to the divergenceful component in places where
Bragg peaks are observed for the “all-in/all-out” antiferromagnet.
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Introduction. When a fluid of magnetic ions crystal-
lizes in a pyrochlore lattice the nuclear positions get
frozen, but their magnetic moments or spins S can fluc-
tuate down to very low temperatures [1, 2]. Something
analogous happens when the magnetic charge-like quasi-
particles or monopoles inhabiting this structure [3–5] in
turn crystallize in an array of plus and minus monopoles.
Quite remarkably, in this state of monopole matter [3, 6–
13] both the static charge and the fluctuating moment of
the monopoles are derived from a single degree of free-
dom. It is said that S “fragments” into a conservative
static field Sm (which describes the crystal of monopoles)
and a dipolar-like fluctuating field Sd (accounting for
the internal magnetic moment of the monopoles), with
Sm + Sd = S [9, 14][15]. The divergenceless component
Sd on this Helmholtz decomposition corresponds then to
a “Coulomb phase” [16]. Notably in spin ices, whose low
temperature magnetism is described by a divergence free
condition, Coulomb phases have been observed through
their characteristic signature in neutron scattering pat-
terns: diffuse bowtie shaped scattering known as pinch
points [16–22]. The Helmholtz decomposition of the frag-
mented Coulomb spin liquid phase (FCSL) [14], however,
provided a first example of a Coulomb phase coexisting
with magnetic monopole order, a fact that has very re-
cently found experimental counterparts [23–25].

In this paper we describe a new phase of monopole
matter and consider how it could be stabilized in a
real material. We call it the Polarized Monopole Liq-
uid (PML), since it can be thought of as the Monopole
Liquid (ML) [26] partially ordered by a magnetic field
H // [100]. Like the ML (and different to the FCSL) the

monopole positions fluctuate now as in a fluid. Recipro-
cally, unlike its unpolarized cousin (and like the FCSL),
there are strong pinch points in the diffuse neutron scat-
tering structure factor of the PML phase. Quite remark-
ably, and unlike any previous case we know, we also find
pinch points for monopole-correlations, pointing to a very
peculiar monopole distribution in the PML. We show
that a single emergent gauge field is behind both type
of correlations, in a phase where the fluctuations of mag-
netic charge and magnetic moments are tied together.

By using a simple method to Helmholtz decompose
the spin field we evidence that even the divergenceful
component of the field Sm has associated pinch points
in its neutron scattering pattern. While the ML and
FCSL are extremely interesting phases, there is still no
clue on how to thermodinamically stabilize them. Here
we propose a family of systems in which a PML could be
produced by the joint action of uniaxial stress and H.

The PML ground state. Our base system is a py-
rochlore array of Ising spins with 〈111〉 anisotropy in the
vertices of “up” tetrahedra (Fig. 1a); panels b) and c)
show the checkerboard lattice we use to simplify visu-
alization when similar physics apply). We associate a
positive single monopole to the center of a tetrahedron
(a site of the “dual” diamond lattice) when three of the
spins point in and one out of it (a negative one for one-
in–three-out). Its magnetic moment points along one of
the four unit cell diagonals. In a ML each diamond site
is occupied by either of the two magnetic charges, each
having four different types of magnetic moments, with no
further restrictions than those imposed by construction.

Since all spins have the same projection along [100], the
PML ground state is equally populated by the four types
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FIG. 1. a) The pyrochlore lattice, with one “up” and four
“down” tetrahedra. The vertical arrow indicates the field
direction in all three panels, colored spheres stand for the
two types of monopole-charge, and big orange arrows mark
the “dimer-spins” on a PML configuration. Two neighboring
tetrahedra inscribed in cubes suggest how the checkerboard
lattice can be thought of as a projection of the pyrochlore.
The blue links in one cube indicate the relative change in
the interaction constant due to stress along [100]. b) The
five possible monopole configurations of two contiguous PML
tetrahedra conforming a block, and their degeneracies. The
spins in each [100] plane must be multiplied by ±1 (as indi-
cated by black and red lines) to obtain the divergenceless Σ
and Σdim fields. c) Checkerboard lattice with an arbitrary
PML configuration. An elongated Gaussian surface marked
in green can be used to show that the total topological charge
in alternate [100] planes is preserved.

of monopoles with a positive magnetic moment compo-
nent along H, two of each sign. Each monopole can be
uniquely labelled by its only spin with a negative compo-
nent along [100], which always has its tail in a − and its
tip in a + monopole below it (orange arrows in Fig. 1b)
and c)). This spin (the dimer-spin) can be identified with
a hard-core dimer in the bonds of a diamond lattice. Con-
versely, any full coverage of this lattice by dimers maps
into a unique PML spin configuration. The mapping per-
mits to calculate the (finite) residual entropy per spin of
this phase (s/kB = 1

4 ln
(
27
16

)
∼ 0.13 [27]), the same value

as for the FCSL [14] [28]. We will see that, in contrast
with the FCSL and with the ML [26], this entropy is not
associated with internal moments or monopole positions
only, but with a combination of both.

In principle, the map to dimers would also allow to re-
late our system to the half magnetization plateau theory
of CdCr2O4 [29], which in its quantum version shows the
appearance of artificial photons [30, 31]. The quantum
PML is then a candidate to exhibit this kind of physics.

Fig. 2a) shows the monopole-monopole correlation
function (see Sup. Mat. [32]). Due to the constraints
imposed by the applied field, the broad maxima around
qch = [111], [311], and [200] found in the ML [26] are now
replaced by pinch points. This reflects a unique situa-
tion within monopole matter systems which has not been
anticipated: as with spins in Coulomb phases [16, 17]
there can be long-ranged topological charge correlations
between qch planes, with partial monopole disorder in
each plane.

The emergent gauge field. Since any spin S will spend
1/4 of its time pointing against H it will have an ensemble
average±S/2 (depending if it is pulled towards or against
the center of its up tetrahedron). This finite average
can be ascribed to a non-fluctuating harmonic field Shar.
The corresponding Bragg peaks observed on the neutron
scattering structure factor in the [lhh] plane are shown
as black dots in Fig. 2b). In marked contrast with the
ML [26], the diffuse pattern related to ∆S = S − Shar

yields pinch points. They sit in multiples of [200] and
[111] (like spin ices in zero field [19, 33]), with extra ones
in [311], [133], [022], and [422] (where the “all-in/all-out”
antiferromagnet, AIAO, shows Bragg peaks).

Due to the correspondence we found between spin con-
figurations and classical hard-core dimers on a bipartite
lattice [34], a Coulomb phase was not unexpected in the
PML. In fact, we can relate S with a new (divergence-
less) spin field Σ, after redefining the vertices over which
the net flow is evaluated. We illustrate our procedure
in two steps. i− We establish a minimum volume or
block to be considered; it comprises two neighboring di-
amond sites (i.e., an up and a down tetrahedron). All
possible monopole arrangements in this minimum block
and their degeneracies are depicted in Fig. 1b). ii− We
define the field Σ equal to S in alternate planes perpen-
dicular to the [100] direction (black lines in Fig. 1), and
to −S in the others (red lines). We can check in Fig. 1b)
that there is no net flux of Σ through the surface of any
possible block. The same happens with the field Σdim,
represented by the dimer-spins (inverted or not depend-
ing on which [100] plane sits) and equal to zero in all
the other sites. It follows that any given configuration Σ
and Σdim will have no net flux out of any closed surface
including an integer number of blocks. The oblong Gaus-
sian surface parallel to [100] drawn in green in Fig. 1c)
is an example of this. If we neglect the outflow through
the short walls, the condition for zero flux of Σdim is
that the same number of dimer spins crosses the top and
the bottom surface. Since each of them starts in a −
monopole and ends in a + one, the total charge in two
alternate diamond [100] planes should be the same, as-
suring long range charge order along this direction. On
top of this, the dimer spins propagate local monopole
correlations, explaining the bow-tie shaped “monopole”
pinch points in Fig. 2a). In a similar fashion, we can
justify the “spin” pinch points in Fig. 2b) integrating Σ
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FIG. 2. a) Monopole-monopole correlation in the [lhh] plane for the PML, showing pinch points in the monopole channel. b)
Diffuse pattern for the lattice spin field S, with Bragg peaks marked with black dots. The diffuse scattering presents pinch
points around the same q values as spin ice, but also where the AIAO antiferromagnetic phase shows Bragg peaks [26]. c)
Diffuse pattern for the approximated divergenceful component Sm, showing intense pinch-points for q =[311] and [022]. d)
Diffuse pattern for the approximated divergenceless component Sd, showing intense pinch-points along q =[200] and [111]
directions. We have allowed for a maximum absolute charge within this channel of 10−4. All colored plots were obtained using
5 × 105 spins in 330 independent configurations (more details in the Sup. Mat.).

along a vertical narrow Gaussian.
It is interesting to consider how magnetic charge fluc-

tuations take place in the PML. Our conservation law
implies that the total charge in a plane can only vary
by the creation of stripes of monopoles spanning the sys-
tem along [100]. The monopole arrangement within a
[100] plane has other type of fluctuations for a fixed total
charge, since spin flipping along certain closed loops can
preserve its overall charge. As in spin ices, and similar to
the hexagons in ring exchange of quantum dimer models
[35], the spin loops turn into vortices if Σdim replaces S.

Helmholtz decomposition in a monopole liquid. Dif-
ferently from the FCSL —and in spite of their identical
residual entropy— spins in the PML phase are so cor-
related that for a given configuration of monopoles it is
generally impossible for their magnetic moments to fluc-
tuate. Using our introductory analogy: if this were a
fluid of magnetic ions, we can say that flipping the in-
ternal spin of an ion requires displacing a chain or loop
of them: internal spin and charge are here aspects of the
particle (in our case, a monopole) that cannot generally
be separated. Due to this, we can now see that the unique
monopole distribution behind Fig. 2a) is inherited from
the spin correlations. The Helmholtz decomposition lan-
guage can put light into this peculiarity. As mentioned
in the introduction, the coherent part of the field [36] in
the case of the FCSL is given by Sm, and the diffuse one
by Sd. Crucially, the diffuse field ∆S in the case of the
PML comprehends both components.

To our knowledge, the Helmholtz decomposition has
only been tried on monopole matter for the FCSL [9, 14],
where the (ordered) monopolar component Sm can be de-
termined from the start for all spin configurations. We
have extended this to include monopole fluids, introduc-

ing an iterative method capable of obtaining the two com-
ponents of any Ising configuration on a pyrochlore lattice
to any degree of accuracy. This is an impossible task if we
follow the recipe of Ref. 9 [37]. We describe our method
briefly in the following [38].

We call S(s)
m and S

(s)
d the modified field configurations

at iteration step s, with S
(0)
d = S and S(0)

m = 0. The
method consists on sequentially subtracting a carefully

chosen divergenceful field S
(s+1)
DF (with a magnitude de-

creasing with s) from S
(s)
d , so as to render it divergence-

less, and add it to S(s)
m (S(s+1)

m = S(s)
m + S

(s+1)
DF and

S
(s+1)
d = S

(s)
d −S

(s+1)
DF ) We define S

(s+1)
DF as the superpo-

sition of configurations “all-spins-in” or “all-out” taken
independently in both up and down tetrahedra; we chose
the equal magnitude and sign of the four spins in a tetra-
hedron so that its associated monopole charge is half of

that remaining in S
(s)
d (Q(s)/2). We found that the maxi-

mum monopole charge present in S
(s)
d converges smoothly

to zero with s, so that S
(s)
d → Sd when s→∞.

The neutron structure factors associated with the two
field components so obtained (maximum charge left in

the dipolar component S
(s)
d less than 10−4, for s ≈ 500)

is displayed in Fig. 2c) and d). The Helmholtz de-
composition makes now pristine that in the PML even
the divergenceful component corresponds to a Coulomb
phase. Quite remarkably, the pinch points associated
with S(s)

m are more intense in places where the AIAO
double monopole crystal shows Bragg peaks, while those

of S
(s)
d concentrate in multiples of q = [111] and [200].

Stabilization of the PML. While it is not clear how
to stabilize the FCSL, the PML phase can be obtained
in principle from an antiferromagnetic AIAO system by
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FIG. 3. Realization of a Polarized Monopole Liquid in an
AIAO Ising pyrochlore under the action of a tetragonal dis-
tortion and a magnetic field along [100] (x-axis). a) The
energy per spin for a single tetrahedron vs. magnetic field
(JNN = 0.06K, δ = −0.1K). On increasing fields we see
three different ground states, respectively populated by dou-
ble monopoles, single monopoles with a positive component of
magnetic moment along x (the PML), and neutral tetrahedra
with a positive component along x. b) Monte Carlo simu-
lations for Eq. 1, with the previous parameters and ≈ 8000
spins. The magnetization Mx and monopole density ρ are
fully consistent with a PML in the intermediate field interval.

applying a magnetic field. Different from Ref. [39], since
H // [100] an uniaxial tensile stress in the same direction
(x-axis) is needed to disfavor neutral tetrahedra configu-
rations with net magnetic moment along H [40]. To show
this, we use the nearest neighbors Hamiltonian

HNN =
∑
〈i,j〉

(−JNN + εijδ)σiσj − hMx, (1)

where εij = 0 for links perpendicular to the x -axis, and
−1 for the others (see Fig. 1 and Ref. 40); h is the mod-
ulus of the field times the magnetic moment parallel to
[100], Mx the dimensionless magnetization along x, and
σi the spin ice pseudo-spins [41–43]. The new crucial pa-
rameter δ measures the relative change in the exchange
constants due to uniaxial deformation. As exemplified in
Fig. 3a), with δ < 0 and 0 < JNN < |δ|, we can find a
range of fields such that the stable ground state is pop-
ulated only by the four types of single monopoles with
positive magnetic moment components along [100], i.e.,
a PML. Our Monte Carlo simulations confirm this sce-
nario (Fig. 3; see Sup. Mat.). We use δ = −0.1 K, a value
that can be imposed for example in an Ising pyrochlore
like Dy2Ti2O7 [44] using piezoelectric devices [40, 45][46].
Fig. 3b) shows that Mx has three plateaus as a function
of field, consistent with the three regions of stability seen

in panel a). The Mx value and the density of monopoles
of the intermediate plateau reproduces those expected
for a PML (Mx/Msat = 1/2 and ρ = 1). The calculated
residual entropy for this phase (not shown) is compatible
with 1

4 ln
(
27
16

)
. A conclusive experimental evidence [47]

of the PML phase could be reached studying the evolu-
tion of diffuse neutron scattering around q =[022]. For
|δ|/J > 1, diffuse scattering should develop in the form of
pinch points for the intermediate magnetic field window
(see Fig. 3), before it disappears again at higher values.

The consideration of dipolar interactions poses extra
challenges to the experimental observation of the PML,
but also adds new possibilities. For moderate H and a
small enough dipolar constant D [42], we expect a cas-
cade of phases (all within PML configurations) on de-
creasing temperature. The PML gives place to a crystal
of single monopoles with fluctuating magnetic moments
(a polarized version of the FCSL [48]), and then these last
degrees of freedom freeze. It is interesting to remember
now that the monopolar degrees of freedom are described
by a gauge field in the PML. Due to this, the melting
of the monopole crystal into the PML can only proceed
by introducing stripes of monopoles spanning the system
along [100] —which are the excitations of the system in
the charge channel— in order to preserve the charge on
alternate [100] planes. These non-local requirement on
top of a solid-liquid transition may have an important
effect on the nature of the phase transition [43, 49, 50].

Conclusions. In summary, we have shown the existence
of a new phase of monopole matter which is a liquid both
in the structural (with monopoles as building blocks) and
in the magnetic sense. Like in the fragmented Coulomb
spin liquid [9], the Polarized Monopole Liquid hosts a
Coulomb phase; however, here it is manifested in a very
different way. Although both monopole states share the
same residual entropy, the polarization of the PML cou-
ples the displacement of monopoles with their internal
magnetic moments. These composite fluctuations are be-
hind a PML’s peculiarity: the algebraically decaying spin
correlations propagate to the magnetic charge-charge cor-
relations, leading to pinch points in the monopole struc-
ture factor. These, in turn, imply that charge fluctua-
tions within [100] planes could only occur through stripes
of monopoles, spanning the entire system. These pecu-
liar features were further explored using a simple itera-
tive method to obtain the Helmholtz decomposition of
the lattice spin field. It showed that in the PML even
the monopolar (divergenceful) component of the field has
associated pinch points. Finally, we proposed how to
identify in an experiment this peculiar phase, stabilized
through the combined action of stress and magnetic field
applied along [100].
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